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BZA approves
sign variance,
Poplar PDP
compatibility
By HAVVKINS 'TEAGUE
Staff Writer
The Murray Board of Zoning
Adjustments on Wednesday
approved a dimensional variance request for a sign to be
placed on Coldwater Road and
approved the compatibility of a
proposed apartment complex on
Poplar Street.
Troy Stovall applied for a
dimensional variance to place a
monument-style sign in the 50foot clear zone at 800
Coldwater Road,at the intersection of Coldwater Road and
North 16th Street. According to
the report from the city's planning staff, no objects that impair
vision are allowed in a 50-foot
clear zone, and a clear zone is
measured at the intersection of
two right-of-way/property lines,
creating a triangular zone by
connecting the two 50-foot
points.
Stovall's original site plan
depicted a monument sign constructed 36 feet back from the
intersecting points of two rightof-way/property lines along
and
Street
16th
North
tied
two
After
Road.
ater
Coldw
votes — one to approve the
request and one to deny it — an
amended motion to place the
sign 45 feet back from the point
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Road is now closed
to drivers going east
from Robertson Road
Special to the Ledger
Traffic on College Farm
Road in the area of Murray
State University's West Farm
from
across
(located
Calloway County High
School) will be rerouted for
westbound travel only due to
the start of utility work on
College Farm Road on
Monday.
Only one lane will be open.
This will impact faculty, staff
and students, as well as others traveling to Murray
State's West Farm/Carmen
Pavilion/Cherry Expo Center
complex.
Drivers will not be able to
enter College Farm Road
from Robertson Road to get
to those facilities, although
they can exit those locations
(driving west) to get on to
Robertson.
on
driving
Anyone
Robertson and planning to go
to Murray State's facilities
on College Farm Road will

II See Page 2A
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to
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Remnants of Bill this weekend
lead into heat wave next week

MI See Page 2A
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By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer

"Do not be afraid," Samuel
replied [to the people of
Israel]. You have done all
this evil; yet do not turn away
from the LORD, but serve
the LORD with all your
heart."
1 Samuel 12:20

Good Morning
to Ledger & Times
subscriber:

James Carrico

Murray, KY 4207 1

JOHN WRIGHT Ledger & Times

alloway
the heat Wednesday at the Murray-C
Many people were seeking relief from
ng off
cooli
to
ed
relat
next week, activities
County Pool in Central Park. By this time
area.
the
expected to move into
will be in full swing as a heat wave is

The remnants of the first tropical
weather system to strike the United
States mainland in 2015 will have
some effect on local conditions this
weekend.
However, Justin Holland of
Murray, official observer for the
National Weather Service Office in
Paducah, said that effect will be
minimal compared to other parts of
the area. He said most of Calloway
County should receive about an inch
of rain from this system once it
moves in southwest sometime
Friday.
"Some parts of the county could

get less and others a little more, but
overall we're looking at about an
inch for the whole county," Holland
said Wednesday. "The majority of
the rainfall from this system will
stay to our north and northwest.
Traditionally, it's areas north of the
storm track with tropical systems
that get the heaviest rain.
"Now we're going to get the outer
feeder bands in here and they could
bring periods of locally heavy rain
from time to time. Overall, though.
the severe potential with this is
low."
Holland said outdoors events
locally may have a tough time stay-

•See Page 5A
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Remembrance scholarship established
by local high school band members

Playhouse
work begins

Special to the Ledger
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WEATHER

Thursday: A 40 percent
chance of showers and thunderstorms Partly sunny, with
a high near 88. Southwest
wind 5 to 7 mph
Thursday Night: A 50 per-

cent chance of showers and
thunderstorms. Mostly cloudy,
with a low around 73. Light and
variable wind becoming east
around 5 mph in the evening.
Friday: Showers and thunderstorms likely. Mostly cloudy,
with a high near 87. South
wind 6 to 13 mph, with gusts
as high as 20 mph. Chance of
precipitation is 60 percent.
Friday Night: Showers and
thunderstorms likely. Mostly
Cloudy, with a low around 71.
South southwest wind 13 to 16
mph, with gusts as high as 23
mph. Chance of precipitation is
60 percent.
Saturday: A 50 percent
chance of showers and thunderstorms. Partly sunny, with a
high near 87. Southwest wind
11 to 14 mph, with gusts as
high as 20 mph.•
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From Front
need to exit Robertson to either
Highway 121 or Highway 94 to
circle back into town to take an
alternate route to the farm/expo
center.
Signs will be posted to help
route traffic.
The Kentucky Transportation
Cabinet earlier said that a contractor with the Kentucky
Transportation Cabinet plans to
restrict traffic to one lane westbound only along a second of
KY 1327 (College Farm Road)
in Calloway County starting
Monday.
This one-lane westbound only
configuration along College

Farm Road is to facilitate the
construction of turn lanes at the
entrance to Calloway County
High School.
The contractor has limited
working space in this area. This
projet has to be completed prior
to the start of the 2015-16
school year. This one lane
restriction with westbound traffic only provides some travel
through the area while allowing
the contractor to expedite the
required work.
Jim Smith Contracting of
Grand Rivers is the prime contractor on this $843,350 highway improvement project. The
anticipated completion date is
Aug. 5.•
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away at a section of rooftears
y
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by John Homa of LMD in
DEMOLITION WORK: The shovel of an excavator piloted
Sixth and Main streets
North
of
ection
inters
establishment near the
ing Tuesday at a small building adjacent to the Quik Lane
before closing in the mid-1970s
ur Direct Oil service station in the 1960s
in downtown Murray. The building was formerly a 24-ho
over the years for several roles,
Ford said. Parker has used the building
due to America's energy crisis, a spokesman for Parker
deterioration over the past sevcomes after it had experienced structural
including a sales office. The demolition of the building
cted to Ford Motor Company,
conne
Lane, an oil change service that is
eral years. It also will allow for added parking to Quik
the spokesman said.

Pologruto: East side 'lucky there
was no major incident' Tuesday
"We had to force our way into all of those
Pologruto said MFD received a call at 7:41
By JOHN WRIGHT
ses too so we could open windows
busines
cloud
after a passerby reported seeing a white
Staff Writer
te those buildings," he said.
the Swift property. Upon arrival, and help ventila
With no explosion or major fire present, it rising from
gas meters from building to
carry
to
had
"We
caller's description was confirmed
probably is hard for the average person to he said the
ue measuring the amount of
contin
to
g
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und
was rising from a 500-po
understand Eric Pologruto's concern in as the cloud
until levels had dropped to safe
filling station at the rear of the prop- gas in the air
regards to a gas leak Tuesday evening on tank at a
"
limits.
erty.
Murray's east side.
Firefighters eventually were able to shut
conly
probab
r
weathe
said
uto
Pologr
said
chief
However, the Murray fire
tank, which was examined
most to the situation escalating as down the
Wednesday that this had a chance of evolving tributed
the company that supervises
by
day
Wednes
high humidity levels prevented the usual
into a disaster.
that it also is not known
said
uto
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it.
the
e
dispers
of using water hoses to
"We're lucky that we didn't have a major means
leak. No injuries were
the
of dispersing. Pologruto said the what caused
incident, extremely lucky," Pologruto said in gas. Instead
d.
reporte
go anywhere and actually spread
regards to the leak of a propane gas tank at gas did not
Pologruto said firefighters were on the
businesses, and, even more
oring
neighb
to
had
"We
Road.
ial
Swift Roofing on Industr
scene for about 2 1/2 hours. II
seriously, crept inside those buildings.
an explosive atmosphere in place."
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From Front

SECONDHAND

of intersection passed by a vote
of 4-2. This is a 5-foot variance.
and the sign will be a height of 4
1/2 feet. A request was also
granted for a covered canopy to
be placed 35 feet from the front
property line on Coldwater
Road.
During the public hearing,
City Planner Candace Dowdy
said the city had received a letState
Murray
from
ter
University expressing concern
about the safety at the Five
Points intersection if the sign
was installed as requested.
Stovall said he thought a monument-style sign looks good, but
he did not think people driving
on Chestnut Street would be

SMOKE

SMOKE Ara YOUR KIDS.
Aden, Age 7
_ Jessica, His mother
New York

able to see the sign 15 feet away
from where he requested to put
it. He indicated to the board,
though,that he would be willing
to go down in height if he could
put the sign closer to the road
than the ordinance as written
allows. He said he also wanted
to prevent people from driving
through the grass in the clear
•
zone.
Marsha Dorgan spoke in
opposition during the public
hearing, saying she thought it
was a bad idea to put the sign in
the clear zone because it was
already a dangerous intersection
and the sign would put lives at
risk because it would be too tall
and too wide.
The board also voted to
declare a proposed residential
planned development project
(PDP) on Poplar Street to be
compatible with the area. The

proposal from developer Andy
Gupton consists of multi-family
units to be located at lots 1403,
1405, 1407 and 1409 Poplar St.,
as well as 203 and 205 South
15th St. The existing vacant lot,
located between South 15th
Street and Woodlawn Avenue,is
also included for redevelopment
in the PDP. The project is
expected to have a total of 46
units, including 44 new and two
existing units.
On May 22, the Murray City
Council finalized the approval
of an ordinance rezoning the
tracts of land from R-2 (single
family residential) to R-4
(multi-family residential). The
rezoning request had previously
been made by Gupton, and the
Planning Commission forwarded the rezoning recommendation to the council on March 18.
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
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By Nita Meg
debt Richard has left her, as
well as the relentless pursuit of
a private investigator, Shelby,
heads back to her hometown
and the welcoming arms of her
Unfortunately for
family.
Shelby, her husband has
secrets yet discovered and danger is closer than she can ima?ine.
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Snmptcr is always an exciting Arne for the Calloway
County Public Library, with
hundreds of summer readers
coming in to find just the right
books to enjoy. Last week
CCPL kicked off the Adult and
Reading
Summer
Teen
Programs
with over 200
and
adults
teens registering for the
program. The
is
kickoff
always a fun
event as participants plot
their strategies for the
UNN
By SANDY
ngo
Bi
Guest Writer
Reading
Cards and select their library
books. Often summer readers
will ask for recommendations
for great reads so this week we
feature three new releases that
are highly recommended.
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"Death Wears a Beauty
and Other Stories" by
Mask
Aar%
ns Clark
Higgi
Mary
Nora Roberts fans will not be
disappointed by her newest
\ ti's 1 , romantic suspense novel,
"Death Wears a Beauty Mask
1\11 ,1, 1q
and Other Stories" by Mary
Higgins Clark.
Edgar Webster, who has been
For nearly 50 years, Mary
stabtied inside a photo booth at Higgins Clark, has offered
a Gibbes Museum gala. She is readers countless hours of
ready to step back from the spine tingling suspense. Her
case and let Detective Burt most recent release, "Death
Tidwell handle the case, until Wears a Beauty Mask and
her boyfriend. Max,becomes a Other Stories," is a collection
suspect. Now Theodosia must of short stories written
take a dangerously close look throughout her career.
into the Edgar Webster's life to
Inspired by the dark side of
discover who really wanted the New York fashion world,
him dead.
Mary Higgins Clark began the
Laura Childs is also the title story, "Death Wears a
author of the "The Cackleberry Beauty Mask," in 1974. She
Club Mystery Series" and the put the unfinished manuscript
Mystery
"Scrapbooking
aside when she began work on
Series." Cozy mystery readers "Where Are the Children?" the
"Ming Tea Murder" by will enjoy hours of reading novel that catapulted her to a
pleasure with these delightful New York Times bestselling
Laura Childs
the
is
.
rseries
Murde
Tea
"Ming
author. Forty years later, she
16th installment in the "Tea
completed the story and has
"The Liar" by Nora included it along with nine
Shop Mystery Series" that features the delightful character Roberts
other suspense filled stories
Shelby Foxworth is the sure to delight her fans.
Theodosia Browning, who is
not only the owner of the adored wife of a wealthy man
Learn more about these
Indigo Tea Shop but also and the mother of a beautiful authors and their books at the
Public
County
something of an accidental little girl. When her husband, Calloway
Richard Foxworth, drowns in Library located at 710 Main
sleuth.
Theodosia always seems to the Atlantic Ocean, she soon Street, Murray, KY and
stumble upon murder and may- learns that the man she loved www.callowaycountylibrary.or
hem. This time, she discovers never really existed.
g.
ing
the b.:43/0.4 museum donor, ..Struggling with the crippl
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Homeplace 1850s Farm offers traditional PSO Summer Music Camp starts Monday
Staff Report
Independence Day celebration at LBL
Special to the Ledger

LAND
OF
OFFICE
BETWEEN THE LAKES,
KY/TN - People wanting a
more traditional celebration on
the Fourth of July, will find one
full of historical fun at the
Homeplace 1850s Working
Farm and Living History
Museum in Land Between The
Lakes.
Celebrate Independence Day
from 1-4 p.m. on Saturday, July
4, with races, skillet tossing,
horse shoes, old-time music,
toys and games. Special guest,
Kentucky Statesman Henry
Clay, portrayed by George
McGee, will entertain visitors
with antics of 1850s politics.
Admission is $5 ages 13 and up;
$3 ages 5-12; free for ages 4 and
under, and includes all the day's

The Homeplace 1850s Farm
activities and programs.
ents a two-generation
repres
ities
Human
The Kentucky
rs see interpreters in
Visito
farm.
Council and the National
ng going about
clothi
period
ities
Human
the
Endowment for
s. Artifacts,
chore
daily
their
fund the Henry Clay program.
structures, and
ic
histor
ed
restor
family
whole
the
"On July 4,
seasonal activities
can step back in time at the traditional
back in time to
s
visitor
take
y
histor
the
learn
and
Homeplace
before the Civil
y
histor
relive
behind the most important holi•
War.
"
1850s,
the
in
ated
day as celebr
said Ellen Bravard, Interpreter
at the Homeplace. "Relive a
time of political speeches and
community-wide picnics. We
welcome everyone to join us
under the shade trees, have a
cool slice of watermelon, and
lend a hand making ice cream
using a recipe from The
Homeplace History and Receipt
Book. Bring lawn chairs, blankets, and picnic baskets to make
a day of it."

PADUCAH,Ky. — Paducah
Symphony Orchestra will take
registrations for its summer
music camp up to the day it
begins on Monday.
The third annual PSO
Summer Music Camp will be
held from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. June
22-26 at McCracken County
High School and promises to be

a memorable week for students.
Lunch and a T-Shirt are included with registration, and tuition
is $175.
Designed for students who
are coming into grades 4-12, the
camp features both small and
large ensembles and is a great
way for any student to grow
both socially and musically. The
last day of camp will feature a

Showcase
Summer
s and
friend
Performance for
.
ipants
family of partic
Those interested may register online at https://paducahsymphony.secure.force.corn/do
nate/?dfld=a12U00000081LckI
AG to register online. A limited
number of scholarships available.•
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Knit-wits will meet
meet Friday, June

The Knit-wits group will
nity Room of the
19, at I p.m., in the Commu
y. Knitters and
Librar
Public
y
Count
ay
Callow
me. For more
welco
are
crocheters of all levels
.
3-5588
270-29
at
Dot
information, call

duled
Music festival sche
held at the Murray -

A music festival will be
on Saturday,
Calloway County Fair Grounds
Datebook June 20, starting at noon. Proceeds from donacan Heart
Martha
tions will benefit the Ameri
Finney Andrus, Association in memory of Sammy Crutcher.
Community
Nightfish will open the event and other bands
editor
performing will be Big Atomic and Drunken
is asked to use the west
Poets. Admission is free. The public
this is an "alcohol free"
that
entrance to the fair grounds and note
Kerlick at 270-293Chris
t
contac
event. For more information,
3635.

forum
MCCH to host open Hospit
al will

host open forum
The Murray-Calloway County
healthcare. These
nity
commu
on
n
opinio
public
groups to gather
and Thursday, June 25, from
groups will meet Tuesday, June 23,
located near the north tower
room
7:30-9 a.m. in the hospital board
groups are open to anyone
focus
The
Street:
entrance on Poplar
will be served and interested
from the community. A light breakfast
at 270-762-1381 or via
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By now separating the two pordivided government, the president

tions of the legislation into separate
bills, the GOP leadership and the
White House are counting on strong
Republican support to approve the
trade negotiating authority, as was
the case last week.
This time,they calculate that most
Democrats will recognize that the
rest of the trade agenda is headed to
the White House. and will be willing to approve the aid for displaced
workers that they voted down just
last week.
Sen. Dianne Feinstein of
California and other Democrats said
they wanted Obama to sign both
bills at once,and the statement from
McConnell and Boehner appeared
designed to reassure them that no
matter what the timing, both measures would make it to his desk.
'We are committed to ensuring
both ... get votes in the House and
Senate and are sent to the president
for signature,"their statement said.
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Police: Aggressive 'street
preachers' arrested at
Tennessee food fest
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SPRINGFIELD, Tenn. (AP) —
Two so-called street preachers have
been arrested on disorderly conduct
charges during Springfield's annual
Taste of Country event.
Forty-nine-year-old John L. Davis,
of Albemarle, North Carolina, and
54-year-old John E. McGlone, of
Breeding, Kentucky, were arrested
Saturday after becoming aggressive,
police in Springfield told The
Tennessean. Police say the two men
yelled at bystanders and called them
names as they tried to promote religious messages.
'They were these 'street preachers'
who were very loud and disruptive
and told to tone it down," police Chief
David Thompson said. "They were
asked to follow the code of conduct
posted for the event. But they were
exhibiting aggressive behavior."
The Chamber of Commerce organizes the event each year and posts
large signage at every entrance noting
the festival's code of conduct, which
excludes unauthorized solicitation
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Derek Jones,
Levi, 7, was a first-grader at
Southwest Elementary School,
when he passed away on Nov.
19, 2012,following an automobile accident. He attended the
Glendale Road Church of Christ.
Levi is survived by his parents,
Derek and Stacy Jones; his sister, Chloe; and his grandparents
Janice and David Tosh of Milan,
Tenn.i.and James B. Jones of
Murrs5.
His dad remembers Levi as a
little boy who loved building
things, especially with Legos
and its collection of Hero
Factory sets. Another one of
Levi's favorite things was
Murray State's Racer Band.
Levi's mom would take him
each year to the Murray State
Festival of Champions, a competition in which his dad's
CCHS marching band would be
competing. "Levi would get
excited when the Racer Band
came out to play because he
liked the big band sounds, especially the tubas," Jones said.
This special scholarship honoring Levi's memory was established with funds the students
raised themselves as a way to
assist band members from
Calloway County High in
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Murray
attending
e.
degre
a
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t
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University in
In creating the scholarship the
student resolution stated, "This
scholarship has been formally
established in loving memory of
Levi Jones. His life ended so
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NOTICE
• The Safety Committee for
the Murray-Calloway County
Park Board will meet in special session at 10 a.m. Friday
in the ranger station just
inside the entrance of
Central Park off of Arcadia
Circle. Agenda items will
include park property vandalism and preventative measures, park vagrancy and policy development.
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Kentucky Judicial Commission
suspends Pike judge accused
of alleged threats against police
By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
An eastern Kentucky judge
accused of a long list of belligerent behavior including namecalling, unethically presiding
over cases, and threatening a
"bullet in the head" for the next
police officer tp mill him over
h,as been suspended.
In all, Pike County Circuit
Judge Steven D. Combs faces
10 counts of misconduct. He
was temporarily suspended with
pay Tuesday pending a final ruling, by the state's Judicial
Conduct Commission. Another
hearing will be held, and the
commission's options could
include removing Combs from
the bench, suspending or reprimanding him.
Combs was disappointed by
the suspension,said Steve Ryan,
one of his attorneys.
"He works hard," Ryan said
Wednesday. "All indications are
that he's a good judge when he's
on the bench."
The allegations against him
include phone calls to Pikeville
police — one in December in
which Combs is accused of contacting a captain to demand an
investigation of automated calls
he received regarding drinking
and driving during the holidays.
Combs then said the next offi-

cer who pulled him over would
get a "bullet in the head,"
according to the commission.
When confronted about the
allegations, Combs replied: "I'm
elected by the people and not
pieces of trash like you all," the
commission had said in outlining the allegations. He then
referred to the Pikeville Police
Department as a "bunch of
thieves," it said.
Combs also is accused of
making harassing calls to elected officials and city employees.
The commission says Combs
referred to a city commissioner
as a "coke head," the mayor as
'fish face" and the city manager
as "Dumbo."
Ryan acknowledged that
Combs made some phone calls
that "he probably shouldn't have
made."
Other allegations against
Combs include inappropriate
calls to an attorney, inappropriate political activity and inappropriate message-board statements. One count alleges that
Combs solicited financial contributions for a high school golf
team from attorneys who regularly had cases before him.
Some allegations involve
Combs in the courtroom. He is
accused of presiding over a case
despite having an oil and gas
lease agreement with a defen-

dant. Combs disclosed that contract and eventually stepped
aside from the case, his attorneys noted.
In another case, the commission said, Combs entered an
order disqualifying a city commission candidate despite having expressed an interest in the
race's outcome and criticizing
incumbent candidates.
And in 2012, Combs is
accused of threatening legal
action against city employees
for enforcing an ordinance that
resulted in a fine against his
mother-in-law, the commission
said. He indicated he would rule
against the city in any actions to
enforce the ordinance, it said.
The city administrator ultimately waived the fine, the
panel said.
Ryan noted Wednesday that
Combs has been re-elected
when on the ballot.
"Citizens of Pike County seem
to think he's doing a good job,"
Ryan said.
Combs serves in the 35th
Judicial Circuit, which covers
Pike County. He took his place
on the bench in 2003,according
to the state Administrative
Office of the Courts. Circuit
judges in Kentucky are paid
$124,620 annually. II

Deadly balcony collapse tied to rotted wooden beams
By LISA LEFT and
MARTHA MENDOZA
Associated Press
BERKELEY, Calif. (AP) —
The balcony collapse that killed
six college students appears to
have been caused by rotted
wooden beams, Berkeley's
mayor said Wednesday as the
victims' heartbroken loved ones
began arriving in the U.S. from
Ireland,
Mayor Tom Bates said investigators believe the wood was not
caulked and sealed properly at
the time of construction and was
damaged by moisture as a result.
The crowded fifth-floor balcony broke off an apartment
building during a 21st-birthday
party early Tuesday held by visiting Irish college students,
dumping 13 people 50 feet onto
the pavement. In addition to the
six killed, seven were seriously
hurt.
"More than likely it was
caused by rain and caused by
water damage that was done to
the support beams," Bates said.
He said it was "obviously a bad
idea" for 13 people to crowd
onto such a small balcony — it
was about 40 square feet — but
added that he is not blaming the
victims.
Later in the day, however, the
mayor said the water-damage
theory was speculation on his
part and not an official conclusion, and that the investigation is
still underway.
Building inspectors also determined another balcony at the
Library Garrlens-apartment complex was "structurally unsafe and.

presented a collapse hazard."
Both cases were settled in 2013
They ordered it demolished.
with Segue,developers and other
Two other balconies were red- parties agreeing to pay millions
tagged, or declared off-limits, at of dollars.
the apartments, which were comSegue spokesman Sam Singer
pleted in 2007 and are popular said such litigation is common
among visiting students and on large projects and "has no
those at the nearby University of bearing on the tragedy" in
California, Berkeley.
Berkeley.
Segue
Construction, the
"They are completely different
Library Gardens general contrac- projects. They are completely
tor, was involved in two San different types of balconies," he
Francisco Bay Area lawsuits in said. Singer said of the balcony
recent years involving allega- collapse: "Segue Construction
tions of dry rot and substandard has never had an incident like
balconies at condo and apartment this in its history."
projects in Millbrae and San
Cassandra Bujarski, a spokesJose. Among other things, Segue woman for the-apartments' propwas accused of improperly erty management firm. Greystar,
waterproofing balconies.
had no comment. II
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Send a

THANK YOU
To everyone who attended and/or contributed to

the recent Benefit for the Carter Family:
Your support and generosity is appreciated more than you
can ever know. Thank you from the bottom of our hearts.
The Carter Family
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Coroner: Crews find
body of woman who
went missing at park
CORBIN, Ky. (AP) — A
coroner says crews have found
the body of a woman who went
missing during a trip to
Cumberland Falls State Park.
WLEX-TV cited the Whitley
County coroner in reporting
that the body of 24-year-old
Nina Parker was found
Wednesday morning.
According to media reports.
the search effort for the
Owensboro woman began
Saturday evening after she
apparently slipped and fell
under the water in the Eagle
Falls area, which is about a
half-mile from 'Cumberland
Falls. She was with her
boyfriend and son when she
went missing.
Several agencies along with
swift water rescue teams and
divers participated in the
search. S
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By R.B. FALLSTFtOM
AP Sports Writer
ST. LOUIS(AP) — High-level executives of the St. Louis Cardinals were
not involved in the hacking of the
Houston Astros player personnel database,an attorney hired by the team said
Wednesday, citing an internal review.
The Cardinals said they retained the
Dowd Bennett firm for a review several months before this week's disclosure
that the FBI is investigating whether
the team hacked into the Astros computer system that is used to track players and prospects.
"With what we have done so far, I am
100 percent confident that this does not
touch upper management and does not
involve people like John Mozeliak and
Bill DeWitt," Jim Martin, an attorney
for the firm, told The Associated Press.
Mozeliak is the Cardinals' general
manager and DeWitt is the team chairman.
Martin said he was retained in
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FIFA

Swiss AG:
53 possible
laundering cases
in FIFA probe
By GRAHAM DUNBAR
AP Sports Writer
BERN,Switzerland (AP) — Reeling
from an American federal investigation
of bribery in soccer, FIFA was put
under more pressure Wednesday as the
scale of a separate Swiss investigation
of suspected money laundering was
revealed.
Banks in Switzerland have flagged
up 53 possible acts of money-laundering that could be linked to FIFA's 2018
and 2022 World Cup bidding contests,
the country's attorney-general said.
Future World Cup hosts Russia and
Qatar were not implicated by Swiss
federal prosecutor Michael Lauber.
Still, the "huge and complex" case he
outlined could potentially force FIFA
to re-examine taking the world's mostwatched sports event from either country if new evidence proves wrongdoing.
711 don't mind if this has some collatdal (damage) somewhere else,"
Lauber said of his investigation,
addressing the media for the first time
since the dual Swiss and American
criminal probes into FIFA were
announced three weeks ago.
:rn a further sign of legal attacks on
FIFA picking up pace, the ethics proseditor of world soccer's ruling body
latr confirmed he expected an
increased workload linked to the 2018
mast 2022 case.
The ethics investigation department
"es taken the necessary preparatory
rneasures for this and is prepared to
increase its staff numbers at any time if
needed." Cornet Borbely said in a rare
public statement since succeeding
Michael Garcia last December.
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By DOUG FERGUSON
AP Golf Writer
UNIVERSITY PLACE. Wash. (AP)
— Tiger Woods speaks of him in reverential tones.
No one has received more attention in
the months leading up to the U.S. Open
at Chambers Bay, mainly because of his
reputation in this major over the last
decade.
His name is Mike Davis, and he's not
even playing.
Davis is the executive director of the
USGA. the man largely responsible for
US. Open coming to a golf course
unlike any other in its 120-year history.
He has been setting up courses at the

U.S. Open since 2006 at Winged Foot,
which was so tough that Geoff Ogilvy
won without ever breaking par. Davis
also was in charge of the U.S. Opens
that produced the two lowest scores in
championship history — Rory McIlroy
at Congressional (268) and Martin
Kaymer at Pinehurst No. 2(271).
And now, Davis gets his hands on a
course that allows for more options than
ever.
"What we don't know — none of the
people in this room know and all the
players — don't know what Mike is
going to do and when he's going to do
it," Woods said."What tees he's going to
move up. what tees he's going to leave
back. And to what pin locations'? We

have a general idea. But it's unlike any
other major championship I've ever had
to prepare for, having to hit so many different tee shots."
The golf course is always important.
especially at majors that rotate around
the country. What makes this U.S. Open
so different is that Chambers Bay has
been getting far more attention than the
guys who will be playing it.
And that goes to Davis, a name being
talked about as much as McIlroy and
Jordan Spieth, Woods and Phil
Mickelson this week at Chambers Bay.
That figures to change Thursday when
the U.S. Open — the first held in the
Pacific Northwest — gets started in
what figures to be a dry week on the

edge of Puget Sound. Davis is just as
curious as the players to see how it
unfolds.
And it was easy to detect a tinge of
nervousness, too.
"I'm so ready to get this thing going
and see what happens." Davis said
Wednesday. "There's that element you
never quite know everything. And listen, we don't know how the players are
going to perform, really. There could be
a runaway like Tiger Woods winning by
15 strokes in 2000. Or it could be nipand-tuck right to the end.
"That's the players that determine that
— not the USGA."
Davis used words like "concerned"
and "worried" on Wednesday before

softening those descriptions. His concern is that fescue fairways get too dry,
too fast and too out of control. His
worry is that the greens get too firm to
receive shots the right way, especially
on the par 3s.
The U.S. Open has a history to getting
so close to the edge that the golf course
is over the top.
"I would say the pressure comes from
making sure the golf course plays properly," Davis said. "We felt it last year at
Pinehurst. We'll feel the same pressure
next year at Oakmont. But it's different
from year to year. Here, we've got more
unknowns,just because we haven't been
here." al
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DON'T BE A TARGET!
MAMMOGRAMS AND BREAST EXAMS ARE
YOUR BEST WEAPONS IN THE FIGHT AGAINST
BREAST CANCER!
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• PAIN IN ANY AREA OF THE BREAST
YOUR NEED
ASK YOUR MEDICAL PROVIDE
U
FOR THESE IMPORTANT BREAST SCREE4INGS. IF YO
ARE UNINSURED,CONTACT THE 1EALTH
DEPARTMENT TO SEE IF YOU CAJALIFY
FOR LOW-COST BREAST CANCER SCREENING
SERVICES.
CALLOWAY COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
(270)753-3381
WWW.CALLOWAYHEALTH.ORG
PRINTED WITH FUNDING FROM THE BREAST CANCER
AND EDUCATION TRUST FUND.
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CLASSIFIEDS
CLASSIFIED AD RATES

Call

Nicki Peach
Murray Ledger & Times
Classified Manager
for all your
classified needs

s.1

N. 1 t•-.

$8.30 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ails Must Run Within 6 Day Period
5.335 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)
1 INA

lk 1 10-.

$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
:3.35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon Classifieds go Into Smart Saver)
T.

publisher maintains the right to 'elect or edit any submitted matter

Call
Kellie
Klessig
Murray Ledger
& Times
Circulation Manager for your
circulation needs

To Place An Ad Or Yard Sale Call (270) 753-1916, email classified@murrayledger.com or
stop bfairti
office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax:(270)
753-1927
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Thursday
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1990 STATE ROUTE 121 SOUTH
check and drug test.
Hwy 94 East
*Eye Disease
be reported immediately so correc270-759-9694
Fnday
murrayeyecare.com
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270-978-1400 or Be available nights and
tions can be made.
170-485-6122
EVERY weekend. Must
Money
No
Down
Camp
Septic
Cleaning of Murray
Saturday
Thy. 12 p.m.
be able to stand for
• Nowuntil June 30th
•Up to 12ft buildings
long periods of time.
Residential & Commercial
• Up to $200 oft cash sales •
THE Murray Ledger & Apply in person 928 S
060
$100 off 8f1 & 10n buildings $200 off 12tt buildings
Times considers its 12th St.
Call
Nick'
753-9224
Today
Nick McClure-Owner
Help Worded
(Portabie Buildings & Garages)
sources reliable, but
Located lust north of Murray at Tucker* Auto Machine
Let me Advertise your...
inaccuracies do occur.
Thank you for your hi isin6c,c
Shop. 3731 US HWY 641 North -270 753 6593
Readers using this
..
•Legais
• Rentals
Join Our Team!
information do so at
'•
The Murray Independent School District is
•
Help
Wanted
• Used Cars
their own risk. Although
Your Business can be Here
looking for the right individuals to join our
persons and compaLost
•
Pet
•
Storage
Call Nicki
Transportation Team.
nies mentioned herein
270-753-1916
• Auctions
• Yard Sales
are believed to be rep270-753-1
916
Present
Openings:
utable. The Murray
• Homes for Sale
have a great deal for you.
•Regular Route or Full-time Substitute Route
Ledger & Times, nor
Cot.
Dnver
and
More
I!!
..
any of its employees
•Part-time/Subs
titute
Route
Driver
accept any responsibil270-753-1916
•Part-time/Extra-Curricular Driver
ity whatsoever for their
(Athletic Events, Band Activities, Field Trips, etc.)
activities.
060
Qualifications:
Help Wanted
(1) Shall have a high school diploma, GED
Help Wanted
Certificate or demonstrated progress toward
obtaining a GED as required by Kentucky.
"A Contract Job"
Murray Calloway County Senior Citizens Center
Person to develop A
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
(2) Must be chosen with reference to personal,
Home Based Internet
Services Director
educational,
physical,
Book Sales Business
moral and emotional
FOR sale! 824 N 19th.
Requirements:
J&L RENTALS
fitness.
Get Details at 409 S
Comer lot. 3 BR,2 BA.
MINI-STORAGE
•Eligible to work in the United States
Murray, KY 4-8pm
Brick house, large lot.
•Ability to work with senior population in a friendly, caring manner.
(3) Shall demonstrate the ability to
Big Bonus, if viral!
720 S.4TH ST.
Pnce negotiable. 270•Ability to coordinate volunteers in multiple capac,ities to serve seniors.
communicate and work effectively with
293-2741
C.N.A'S/CAREGIVERS
Corner of 121 S. & Gkadale.
•Ability to process client records and documents in a timely & effective manner.
students, peers, parents and faculty.
Caring individuals to
HOUSE for rent, walk
IOW's & 10:15's
•Ability to schedule and coordinate meaningful activities for senior citizens.
provide personal care
acoss the street to
12701436-2524
•
Knowledge
Shall
of
(4)
computers;
hold
a
valid
familiarity
Kentucky
with
Commercial
Microsoft
Office, Publisher, Excel, & Outlook
to help Seniors stay at
University. 3BR, 2BA.
•Education: Completion of four (4) years of college in; social work, recreation, non-profit
Class B driver's license, including passenger
home in the Murray
Open
PREMIER
concept.
leadership, education, or field with an emphasis of service to others preferred.
endorsement; air brake endorsement; School
area. Part-time, flexible
Stainless steel appliMINISTORAGE
Bus
Certificate;
must
and
pass
driving
record
hours, competitive pay.
ances. Washer and •Inside climate control
check.
Duties & Responsibilities:
Car required. Call
dryer. Utilities including
storage
Senior Helpers 270• Coordinate & Schedule specific activities and programs which fulfill the requirements of
*Security alarmed
with cap. Call for inforIf interested please contact Mr, Bart Flener at
707-4563 or www.snathe Title III-B Federal & State Funding grants. These programs must be health
mation, 270-703-0703
•Safe & clean
270-753-4363 or email
gajob.com
education-based which make a positive difference to the senior clients.
•We sell boxes!
HOUSE in Murrayban ilener murray.kyschools.us.
• Coordinate & schedule activities/ events which promote socialization and recreation.
•We rent U-Hauls
FOR sale 824 19th
Work for rent, 3 BR
• Perform client intakes on required documents, enter information into database, create
753-9600
corner lot. 3 BR, 2 BA.
house,
C/H/A,
port.
car
An Equal Opportunity Employer
client file for placement of documentation. Maintain client files to keep them current.
Brick house. Large lot
Storage building in
• Document client activity into database for all service programs.
price neagotieble. 270Hardin $475/month.
• Prepare & publish a monthly newsletter/ activities calendar.
293-2741
Call 270-703-0549
Coordinate
•
volunteer
program to include; obtaining required paperwork & background
FULL OR PART time
Very nice 3BR home.
checks, maintaining current volunteer files, and designating/assigning tasks.
housekeeping. Murray
Appliances and car•
Submit
weekly
press
release
to
media/outlets
local
promoting
current
activities.
Plaza Lodge. Apply in
port.
No
pets.
•
Observe
behaviors
clients.
of
Take
appropriate
action if necessary to insure the
Murray Electric System
person after 7:00PM.
References required
individual
has
the highest quality experience possible at the Center.
No phone calls.
Coleman RE 270-753• Initiate and /or support fundraising activities & events.
9898
HILLDALE Apartments
• Serve as a leader and vital team member of the work force.
now taking applications
The Murray Electric System is now
360
• Provide additional support as required to make the organization the very best it can be.
for Maintenance,
accepting applications for one (1)
Storage Rentals
basic knowledge of
Work Schedule and Compensation:
Customer Service Representative.
repairs, painting, and
• The position will require working a minimum of four (4) hours per day to a maximum
A&F Warehousing
some groundskeeping.
Cormserical Prop For Rent
of six (6) hours per day, five (5) days per week. Typically, these work days will be
Near MSU $20-50
Job responsibilities include working with
knowledge of minor
Monday through Friday. Variables such as; declining senior attendance, available
753-7668
customers
on
establishing
and
terminating
plumbing and electrical
funding, special events, or unexpected circumstances may require the normal hours
electric and telecommunications services,
a plus. Apply in person
Shop Bays
and days worked to be adjusted.
G&C
processing payments, and working with
64 Hilldale Lane *301
At,. Clean up, Bryi
• This position is classified as part-time with the following benefits; nine (9) paid
STORAGE and
Hardin, KY 42048.
Customers in person and over the phone
holidays, five (5) vacation days, two (2) personal days per year.
Work, Mechanic) ci
PROPANE
EOE
over a broad range of issues, including
•1 Double Bay
• Initial compensation will be commiserate with experience & education
119 E Main
INTERESTED in helpbilling problems. Successful applicants
2 Single Bays
(270) 753-6266
ing others? Hiring
Send resume to: Murray Calloway County Senior Citizens Center
Freshly painted
must have a high school education.
Hours:
DSP's. Most be 18 with
Bath Room.
Attention: Executive Director
Prior experience in a utility related
Mon, - Fri
GED or 21. Call 270New Commercial
607
Poplar
Street
business is a preference.
8:00-4:00
767-1543 for more
Compressor
Murray, KY 42071 or
Saturday,
information.
Email: mmclemore@murray-ky.net
(270)485-6122
Applications can be obtained at the
&00-12:00
NOW Hiring
Business office at 4th & Olive,
ALL positions. Apply in
between 7:30 a.m., and 4:15 p.m., M-F,
140
person only. Holiday
LOCAL family run
Pets & Supplies
Appliances
deadline for applying is
Went to Buy
Inn Express Hwy 641
small business of 30
June 30th 2015. EOE
plus years seeking
N. Murray
"ANTIQUES", gas, oil
DOG
Obedience
part time to full time
LARGE
& soda signs, pump,
glendhenmere.com
Calloway
Gardens
secretary/ receptionist.
SELECTION
military. Call Larry 270(270)436-2858.
Essex Downs
Good
USED APPLIANCES
753-3833
Apartments
computer skills and
WARD-ELKINS
1BR from $345
180
excellent communica2BR from $375
b0
5E South 12th St
tion skills required.
Lawn & Garden
a
NEW
270-753-8556
Salary dependent on
(270) 753-1713
CUSTOMER
1505 Duiguid Drive
RETIREMENT sale
experience/
TDD 1-800-545-1833 eat 283 a
40% off all plants. No
qualifications.
sales tax! Zimms
Send resume to: PO
fli,munnala
an
cmornoral.prowl,
Nursery. Martin, TN
Box 1040 B Murray KY
and errykrwr
42071
PILLOW Top Mattress 38227
Local Mall
Home Delivery
(Callaway
sets. New in Plastic,
NOW LEASING
320
3 in°.
-330.80 3
weii-f
$30.00
Queen $195.00
1,
2
&
3bedroom
Apts.
Apartments
For
Rent
RIVIERA Courts now
6 mo.
$55.00 6
Full $185.00
We
accept
Section
hiring
maintenance,
1 yr......—...$105.80 1
......$105.00
King $385.00
• 8 vouchers.
1 OR 2br apts. nea
Expenence and drivers
270-293-4121
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
downtown
Murray.
license required. Apply
50%
All Other Mail
Can Deliver
Rest of KY/TN
902 Northwood Dr
Lease and deposit
at office. No phone
(Pyryeee & Buichsesal
Subscriptions
Sdvino!
Monday,
required.
270-753calls; in person only.
180
Wednesday,
Friday.
3 mo.—...--$40.00
4109.
Law & Garden
Phone 270-759-4984.
6 mo..-----580.80 6
SALES/CLERICAL.
LARGE 1BR close to
Equal Housing
$128.08
Paint, decorating retail,
campus
No Pets
Opportunity
knowledge of selecting 32 Bermuda Mix $310/month 270-558TDD 0 711
colors. making paint hay- rolls — never 7928
Money Order
Check
Visa
M/C
Call Nicki
and flooring sales
BR,
1
2
BA
apartment.
experience preferred. wet — stored in
Name__
for more
Appliances, furnished.
For Rent
barn. Call 270Apply 1204 Johnson
19 Megan Dr. Murray.
I St. Address
details!
Blvd, Murray.
293-0431
$475 per month, 1 year 3BR furnished
lake I City
lease. 270-293-6968
home. No pets.
NOW Hinng
APARTMENT For Rent References required. I State
Zip
CDL Driver
1 BR efficiency apart- $900/month Coleman
with skills operating
I Daytime Ph.
ment. Near downtown. RE 270-753-9898
heavy equipment
actiraf
<1:et
1 occupant only, no
Mail this coupon with payment to:
Orackhoe & dozer)
pets, no smoking. 38R, 1BA, Appliances
some manual labor.
Murray Ledger & Times
S300/month Plus utili- furnished, references
Must pass Drug test
1
P.O. Box 1040
ties
required
Deposit
month.
reqoired.
$600
Call 270-978-0343
Call 270-293-2843.
270-753-3949
I.
a

Eyecare Specialties

0

Call Nicki'May

I

We can make our ad

Call NICKI PEACH
at 270-753-1916 and place your ad today!

C13

LraIR&TRIEs
753-1916

(H)L

\IYItial CiIfl

Ceir

WORD Al)- $25

25 words for 2 weeks

2X2 BOX - $199

Must run for 3 months
Add colorfor
just s49per month!

(270)
753-1916

CLASSIFIEDS

2B • Thursday, June 18, 2015

Murray Ledger & Times

Public Sets

PERSONAL PROPERTY AUCTION

Saturday, June 27th 2015@ 10:00 AM
89 Plnecreek Lane, Murray KY 42071(TM Coldwater Community)

Front Murray, Kr -JxeKYI2y North BIM*,Then non Right Or, Afed'ye Lane Then Turn Rigint
Oc Prk.t.reeA “I'vr Acd Proceed lo Auction Site
Pelted

A 3 BEDROOM 2 BATH HOME & WORKSHOP ON 0.97 ACRES!
LOCATED IN A PEACEFUL NEIGHBORHOOD BETWEEN MAYFIELD
MURRAY! EASY ACCESS TO THE HWY. 80 FOUR LANE!
IVA ESTATE A 1.800 Sc Ft &Kk/Siding Home Featuring 3 Bedrooms. 2 Full Baths, Foyer
Diung Area w/ Scenic Bay Window,Formal Living Room,Kitchen. tAdity Area Famiy Room
iv/ Bid Gas Log Fireplace, Sunroom. Central RA & A 23'r,25 Attached Garage iv/ Automatic
Overhead Door & Attic Storage Exterkx Features Include A Covered Front Porch, Concrete
Dnveway, Bnck Patio, Deck,16 x30' Workshop vt/ Overhead Door. Electnoty & Sitting Area Ano A
17x20'Storage Budding M Of Thin Is Situated On A Maturely Landscaped 097 Acre Lot in The
Pinecreek Hills Subdivision
REAL ESTATE OFFERED AT 10:00 AM! AUCTION HELD ON SITE!

PORTABLE CARPORT - FURNITURE - GLASSWARE TOOLS - PERSONAL PROPERTY
CARPORT- 12'x21' Metal Portable Carport
FUNITURE/APPUANCES- Dining Table wi 6 Chairs. Sofa Table */ Queen Ann Legs, Accent Chars,
Airs Chairs, Duncan Phyie Drum Tables, Coffee & End Tables. Brandt Ladies Desk. Cherry 2 Drawer
Lamp Tat*, Lighted China Cabinet Wood Settee, Decorative Painted Hail Telles. Round Glass Top
Table w/1 Chars, Dottie RecInng Loveseat. Corner Curio Cabinet. Wingback Chairs, Duncan Phyfe
Coffee Table, Wood Bat Stools. lie Top Rol Around Kitchen Island Kenmore Side By Side Refrigerator,
Matching Whirlpool HD Washer & Dryer. 2 Ft Ful Size White Painted Canopy Bedroom Suite. Odd
Full Post Bed, Piper Grandfather Clock, Small DMI Fannie Drop Front Secretary, Small Wood Chest.
Chaise Lounge, Painted China Cabinet, Morns'La Coquette' Painted 3 Pc Bedroom Suite, Odd Owen
Sue Bed w/ Cloth Headboard, Decorative Cloth Bench, Wicker Furniture. Wood Rocker, Metal Patio
Table w/ 4 Chars. Duncan Phyfe Drop Lea( Table.
GLASSWARENIPMNGS- Decorative Rates, Trinkets/Figurines. Signed Framed Oil On Canvas
Partings. Milk Glass. 60+ Hens On The Nest, Churchat Staffordshire England 'Bkie Willow' Dishes.
Oriental Items, Set Of Mornoyama Fine China Japaa Cast Iron. Stemware, Milk Glass Hobnail Fenton
Style Lamps, Gone With The Wind Type Lamp. Nontalce, Decorative Bottles, Art Glass.
TO0INTRAILER/M5C.- Delta 8'Band Saw, MD Router w/ Table, Delta Shopmaster 10 Compound
Miter Saw, Dremel 16' Scroll Saw, Craftsman SHP Shredder, Delta 10- Table Saw, Bench Grinder, 4'x8'
Bumper Hitch 2 Wheel Trailer vy/ Sides, Ashland Wee Pump. Hand Tools. Dimple. EiectnC FtrePiace

Hill Appliance
Repair

squirrel cage fan, 28ft extension ladder, 10ft extension ladder,
other ladders, big box fan, rods and reels, security light, yard tools,
echo and ryobi line trimmers, floor jack, bottle jack, portable air
tank, car ramps, extension cords, 41/2" hand grinder, MID 5hp

(270)226-0194

tiller, 16"reel push mower, weed-eater push mower, Snapper 11hp

riding mower Craftsman blower, yard seeder, 19.2 volt driver drill,
16 speed Chicago drill press, 8" bench grinder, 12" compound saw,
10" Skil table saw, 7" hand sander, Craftsman roll around tool box,
Stand on roll around tool box, Craftsman jigsaw, 21/2ton floor jack,
Skil 1/2" drill, blades, hand and hack saws, wheel barrow,(2) 2
wheel trucks, furniture dollies, miter box, shop vac, come-a-longs,
c-clamps, hedge trimmers, spool of wire and cable, woven wire,
nuts, bolts, screws and bolt bin, nails, log chains, Gulf 90gal
grease cans, grease pumps, 1/2" Task Force Pneumatic socket
gun, 1/2" deep well sockets, Pneumatic high speed cutter, large
trash cans, Scotts turf builder, Scotts weed control, B&D sander, 6
12 volt battery charger, air hammer, alien wrenches, open and box
end wrenches, screw drivers, hunting knife, (2) brass fire extinguisher, many more tools. Terms of auction full settlement day of
auction with cash or good check with proper ID. Lunch available.
Not responsible for accidents.
For more information and your auction needs contact:

Darrell Beane KY Auctioneer/Sales Associate
TN Auctioneer license #2493 TN Firm #5815

LB
."" 800-380-4318
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The Gladys Davis Estate.
*

Glassware - Over 75 pieces of Nuova Capodimonte (Made in
May) rose pitchers and vases, Figurines, Angles, Precious
Moments, Amber Vases & Bottles, Lamps, Brass Pieces, McCoy
Peach Vases, Bell Collection, N Capodimonte roses, Pyrex,
Glassbake, Ovenware, Kero Lamp, Coming Ware, and More,
Misc-Coo Coo Clock, Jewelry Chest, Quilts, Linens, Baskets,
Candy Dishes, Bowls, Salt and Pepper Shakers, Tupperware,
Canister Set, Thermos, Ice bucket, Iron, Glasses, Cast Iron
Skillets, Muffin Pan, Coming Ware, Stick Pan, Wapak 101C #8
Cast Pot with Handle, Cookware, Pots, Pans, Knives, Flatware,
Kitchen Utensiles, Cookbooks, Stoneware Dishes, Chili Bowls,
Christmas Items, Brass Items, Jewelry, Pet Traps, Dixon Zero
Turn Mower, John Deere Riding Mower, 5x10 Trailer, Hand Tools,
Wrenches, Tool Box, and More.
Dolls- over 500 collectors dolls still in their original boxes!!! Pat
Kolesar, Mommy's Little Angels, Morgan Brittany Doll Holiday
Barbie's, X Files Barbie & Ken, Moonlight Waltz Barbie, Romeo &
Juliet Barbie, Winter in NY Barbie, Design Bebut, Jane Withers'
Collectibles, Through the eyes of Children, Moments Treasured,
Dynasty Doll Collection, Choir Angels, Vanna, Dolly, and many
morel!!!
Several boxes in garage still to be opened!!!!!!!!!!!

*****

* *

*
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SATURDAY, JUNE 20TH —9:00AM
65 OAK SHADOW LANE, BENTON, KY.
DlIZECTIONS: From hwy.641 In Benton,Take liwy.408 West 3.3 Miles
* To Gold Crest Subdivision.
*

*
*

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*

*

*
*

Turn

Rig,ht Onto Oak Shadow In. Signs Posted.

AUCTION RINGS START AT 9:00AM RAIN OR SHINE!
TRUCK & TRAILER: Restored 048 Chevrolet Pick Up Truck, Homemade Tear
Drop Camper Trailer; TOOLS: Craftsman 42 In. Cut Riding Mower; Push Mower;
Snap On Roll-Around Tool Box; Craftsman Roll-Around Tool Box; 7000 Watt *
Generator; 2 Floor Jacks; Weedeater & Leaf Blower; Isrovn & Garden Tools; Engine Stand; Chem. Picker Lift; Cut Off Saw; Large Tool Box Work Station; Stick *
welder; Sand Blaster; Craftsman Upright Air Compressor; Miter Saw; bin. Bench *
Grinder; Rods At Reels; Assorted Hand Tools; SERVICE STATION & ANTIGUE• *
Bowser Gas Pump Restored As A Mobil Gas Pump; Unmarked Restored Mobil Gas *
Pump; Restored 1930 Martin & Schwartz Route 66 Gas Pump; ft)59 6' Mobil
*
Double-Sided Porcelain Sign ft Pole; Vintage Plastic Mobil Pegasus Horse; Oil 1
1.
Cans lk Gas Station Advertising Cans: Schwinn Sting Ray Bicycle; Schwinn Scoot- ;
er; 50. Collectible Trucks & Vehicles;(2) Floor Model Showcases; Coca Cola Chest *
Type Ice Box; Large Metal Coca Coln Sign;(3) 1948 Ky. License Plates; Kool ('ignrette Thermometer; OPEN Neon Light; EAT Neon Light; Dodge Neon Neon Light; *
4* X 2' Art Metal Safe (Must Be Moved With A Rollback); Small Safe; YARD & *
PORCH ITEMS: Concrete Picnic Table & Benches; Pitcher Pump; Bird Bath:
*
Antique Wheel Barrow;(2)Wire Porch Rockers; Metal Plant Stands;(2) Wood
Porch Rockers; Iron Garden Bench; Wire Porch Glider; Assorted Metal Tables;(2) *
Yard Swings; Concrete Planters; Yard Decorations; FURNITURE: Gossip Bench; *
Loveseat;(2)Sofas;(2)Arm Chairs & Foot Stools; Mahogany Eterge, King Grandfather Clock; Coffee & End Tables; Curio Cabinet; Curved Glass China Cabinet; 2 ir
Door Ice Box; Corner Shelf;(4)Flat Screen TVs;Stereo It Cabinet; Joke Box
*
Radio/CD Player Stereo; Dining Table & 4 Chairs; China Cabinet; Curved End
Display Cabinet; Glass Door Kitchen Safe;(2)Glider/Rockers W/Stools; Antique *
Pedestal Sink; Concealed Bed Side Chamber Pot; Decorative Bird Cage; Sofa Tri- *
ble; Ladies Roll Top Desk; Needlepoint Arm Chair; 1930's Dresser; Vanitv Dresser
At S1001; 2 Door Wardrobe; Full Size Red W/Ant. Iron Headboard; Sewing Stand; *
Pressback Rocker; Queen Size Bed W/Matching Dresser; Chest Of Drawers; 2 *
Drawer Nightstand; 2 Door Cabinet/Dresser; Pier Mirror; Narrow Chest Of Drawers: Queen Size Bed; Pair Night Stands; Low Buy Chest; Large Dresser; Chest of *
Drawers; Jewelry Arrnoir; Children's Chairs & Rocker; Set 4 Antique Ice Cream *
Chairs; SMALLS: Rogers Daffodil Silverplate; Gold Plated Flatware; Several Snow
Village Type Houses; Elvis Collection Includes Decanters; Christmas Items;
*
spreads, Linens & Rugs;(2) Antique Oak Wall Telephones; Antique Mantle Clock; *
Stoneware Crocks; Framed Prints fk Wall Mirrors; Dishes, Pots & Pans & Small
Kitchen Appliances; Cobalt Blue Glassware; China; Costume Jewelry AND MORE! *

View Pictures & Details On Our Website. Payment For All Items Plus 6% KY
Sales Tax Due Day Of Sale. Approved Checks & Debit/Credit Cards Accepted
With Valid ID. Tents,Concessions, at Ports Johns Provided. Bring A Chair!

z

KENTUCKYLAKE
REMODELING COM
•Horne Improvements
•Elath ,4 Kitchen

Gallimont Electrical Contractors, LLC

Drywall, Painting
Plumbing, Floonng, Decks

Gallitnore
Electrical Contractors,LLC

•Insunad *Sr Discount
*Free Estimates
"illerntier OfAncres List

27S.-705

*Trimming

Isms C. Moore

*Firewood

(270)759-0890

GARLANt
RENTAL
if you've got it, we can store It'
For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations:
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St.
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St.
Electncity, and 24/7 Surveillance

All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

*Insured

270-753-2905
A.G.S. Well &
Irrigation
Well Drilling
Well Pump Service
Resident/al &
Agricultural
Chris Tucker
270-293-4406
YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Service.Licensed
and insured. Free estimates. 270-436-2562,
270-226-4504

BUSH-HOGGING
Call Mitch
270-227-0906

CUT
Hill Electric CLEAN
L \
Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

753-9562
www.hillelectric.com

SMALL

home repairs,

washing,
pressure
painting and general
labor. No job too small

270-227-9484

ABSOLUTE AUCTION

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

[
1112ELlie Property

282± Acres of Prime Development Land
3000± ft Road Frontage & Timber
Many Luxury Homes in the Area!

SATURDAY, JUNE 20T11•1101 a.m.
Selling in Smaller Tracts or as a Whole
Regardless of Price!

979-2264

4BR, 2BA with Full
Basement Like New
Condition, Stock 2.5
Car Garage Carport.
All
Driveways
8.
Walkways
Paved.
$439,900
270-293-

1111111111111111111111111111111

Saratoga Springs 1

"E;

901-763-2825

ROEBUCK
AUCTIONS JohnRoebuckAuctions.com

New
Construction,
brick and stone exterior, open floor plan,
large kitchen, 3 BR, 2.5
BA, 2500 sq. ft. west of
murray 270-752-0624

Itedgre
MASFIRT
COISTITIICTION

Mercedes

1985

380SL. New soft top

-excellent driver 270752-7521

*Additions
*Remodeling
*Complete Masonry

530
Services Offered

1987 Suzuki 1400
Intruder. Very good
condition. Call 270753-7388
270-2930396

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.

(279)253-1 421
(270)293-1753

Lamb Tree Pro
.Trimming / Tree

Removal
*Licensed& Insured
Free Estimates

$23,000 00 each
270-293-0863

UTILITYS in Place
$9,500
270-753-8012

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES

270-753-TREE
(1733)

We Finance

MITCHELL
BROS.
PA MG

andmotorsales
I

USED TIRES
14. 15. 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

Call 753-5606

rCOMPLETE
• — • — CARE
•
• PROPERTIES, LLC
MOWING SERVICE I
BRUSH CLEAN-UP •
TRACTOR WORK e
-rause hog doveway gtade- I
•
•
270-978-4135
L keoNesehartegrofel coo,
•

Aulo Parts

4602

lots For Saki

;

EDUCATIONAL TRAINING

Mitsubishi
2006
eclipse. GS model,
loaded, mood root, 76K
miles, NICE! 270-4892525

2.6 Acres Lake Fron
on Cyrpress Creek.

Selling From Pans Landing State Park Lodge,
400 Lodge Road, Pans Landing, TN

•

New 2-4
Bedroom homes In
Riverfield Estates
SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

• • 4)
•

co:iting

stnpng

I

• ••••• •

home
NEED
your
cleaned? I can help
home
you! Whole
cleaning or partial
cleaning.
home
References available.
270-227-0684

TRAVIS
ASTHMA'
nag- scalc
striping
II I\

(270)759-0501

•

IH

170-193-4 156
-—

The Stars
Positive; 3

AIRLINES CAREERS 'Get FAA certified
Aviation Maintenance training. Financial
aid if qualified - Job placement assistance CALL now. Aviation Institute of
Maintenance 888-207-2053.
MEDICAL BILLING Specialist Needed!
Train at home for a career working with
Medical Billing & insurance Claims' No
Experience Needed! Online training at
Bryan University' HS Dipioma/GED &
Computer/Internet needed 1-877-2593880
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

SAWMILLS Iron, only $4397.00 - MAKE
& SAVE MONEY with your own bandmill
- Cut lumber any dimension. In Stock
ready to ship. FREE info/DVD:
wiweNorwoodSawmitle.00m 1-800-5781363 ext. 30014
HEALTH SERVICES
ATTENTION vi AGRA and CIALiS users'
A cheaper alternative to high drugstore
prices' 50 Pin Special - $99 FREE
Shipping, 100 Percent Guaranteed Call
Now 1-800-490-2790
MORTGAGESMOME LOANS
FIRST TIME Home Buyers and Veterans
contact Barry, NMLS 59341. at 851i'-3336980 or barry0pro-mortgagas corn to
apply fora Government Insured
Mortgage Pro-Mortgages, LLC NMLS

2071 EHL
SERVICES
DISH NETWORK Get MORE tor LESSI
Starting $199e/ month (for 12 months)
PLUS bundle & Save (Fast Internet for
$15 more/month) Cal Now 1-800-4178079

ARIES(M ,
*****
seem very
with a lov:
with you. •
hang out.

TU
IrAittrR UPSIa
work, try

I

i-Urita
otlin
n•
likely

I
Il is..•\ iii ,it
270-293-402()

OLYMPIC commercial
cleaning. Licensed
and Insured.
WWW.olymplcsorvIce.com

TRUCK DRIVERS HELP WANTED

REAL ESTATE II AUCTION
304 NORTH 12TH STREET • MURRAY, KY 42071
Office: 270-761-SALE (7253) or Cell: 270-705-4479
Tommy Chavis • Broker/Auctioneer
WW,A0VISCRI010116.SOM

R I \i,,\ \I
i„
'1!

ADULT

Advertise your EVENT, PRODUCT, AUCTION or RECRUIT an applicant in this
newspaper plus 84 other newspapers in
KY for only $250 Save tame and money
by making one call for ale For more information. contact the classified department
of this newspaper or call KPS 1-502-2238821, email - sparry0kypress corn
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STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

KY LICENSE. IS P2471

earopy;
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sweetie mil
make you I

(270)489-2839

*

www.austinauctionservice.com

HAPPY BI

• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E

Chat. Meet singles right now" Cali
La/slinks Try it FREE Call now. 1-888-

RALPH AUSTIN, OWNER AUCTIONEER

LUIS°
decoration'

Horo

Make a Connection. Real People. Flirty

V,9I C E

Thu

WWW.GECMURRAY.COM

•Flemoval
•Stump Grinding

Small I
linens. q

ININISSINUCIANINICINVISSAIONSIN

*

*********************************************

AUSTIN
.A,,Acy.Crt Tc,,Ip.N,

270-293-3406

(270)293-8686

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE

***

*

• Landscape design & maintenance
• Lawn care(mow and trim)
• Cleanup & outdoor projects
• Raised beds/gardens

Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270) 474-0323

FRANK
CATHERINE WADE
LIVING ESTATE AUCTION

1501 121 North
National Guary Armory
Murray, KY

Pictures- Ken Holland: Sweet to My Taste, Exceedingly Fine (2),
My yoke is Easy, Not by Night, Seasons of Time, Wasted Not(2),
Never Thirst(2), Home Sweet Home, he Leadeth Me, Sunday Go
To Meeting, I AM, Shoe Fits, Evening Pleasure, The Master,
Peace Be Still, over 50 more

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
& TRUCKING
All Your Septic Needs
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch

*Licensed & Insured

270-767-9923 WWW terrydpaschallrealestate.com

Saturday, June 20th •9:00 AM

Crossroads
Landscaping

Service on all
major brands
Licensed & Insured

DEBRIS REMOVAL

Terry D Paschall KY Broker/Auctioneer
TN Auctioneer license #6684 TN Firm #5816

IlL/Cblr CI

Furniture- Coffee Table & End Tables, Grandmother Clock, Sony
Flat TV, Floor Lamps Side Tples, Lamps,6 Leg Tables, Drop leaf
Table, Twin Bedroom suite( 2 beds, 4 Drawer Chest, 5 Drawer
Chest) Full Size Bedroom Suite( Head & Foot board, chest,
Dresser & Mirror) Cedar Banks & Boxes, Queen Size Bedroom
Suite ( Dresser & Mirror, 4 Draw Chest, Head Bd, Foot Bd, Night
Stand) Dresser, Wood Sideboard Cabinet, Small Cabinets with
Glass Doors,

Jason Hill

FRAME'S
TREE
SERVICE

270-435-4420
www.darrellbeaneauctlons.com

18SS St. at 45 Nadi,• MAytield. KY .12366
1628 Cut Mill Rd • Htokmssille. KY 42240

This will be an Early Start Time 9:00 am, Lot of GOOD MERCHANDISE come prepared to spend the day. We will be inside At
National Guard Armory so can keep Dry & Cool. Chairs for seating. A Coin Sale Will Start At 5:00 pm With over 200 Silver
Dollars, 200+ Silver Half Dollars, Silver Quarters, Dimes, V
Nickles. Mint Sets, Paper Money, Gold Coins, and More.

Serving
West Kentucky

270436-5959

4 "ne
Ir in Lang Marketing
P,11
,
err,

/LUTE .
"
1 ,l llll
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1988 Chevy Silvered° pick up with 86K actual miles one owner, 50
R Honda motorcycle, 10 gun-gun cabinet, breakfast table vv/ 4
chairs, (2)bar stools, Admiral refrigerator, Whirlpool chest freezer,

************

270-247-3253

11 NA

SATURDAY JUNE 20, 2015 10:00 A.M.
198 SUNSHINE LANE
MURRAY, KY 42071

VISIT HARRISAUCTIONS.COM FOR MORE PHOTOS!
REAL ESTATE TERNS.15.. Doer ray 01 Sae Peke= 3004as A 10%
Paean WO Be Addel to its 114
& ext•Jed in *Ce*rrsiceWie inspectionsPra fo Cele Of Sale
MI9e ReMied loSqn AI es0
8ssed Past Mena PERSONAL PROPERTY TERMS: Cash NOES[ay 01 Sae Mt Proper aeolscason K 10*.
Prerrewo WI fee Aode:1 fo The tiro & edireed In ire Purchase Pine

M/CMAtt HARRIS. Ifroicct•.{10C.filIfrel • re et4S3?
Hiu•c,,At...N411,Et •
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APPLY NOW CDL Drivers in High
Demand! Get you COL Training in 16
days at Truck America Training and go to
work' State WIA Grants and VA
Accepted. Tuition Financing Available. 1st
yr. avg $38 - $40,000 per ATA (502)9558388 or (866)244-3644
35 DRIVER TRAINEES Needed! Learn to
drive for Werner Enterprises' Earn $750
per week! No Experience Needed, Local
CDL Training gets you job ready ASAP'
1-877-243-1812
AVERITT EXPRESS Start Pay: 40 to
Fuel Bonus' Get Home
EVERY Week + Excellent Benefits. CDLA req. Recent T/T School Grads
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Welcome Call: 888-602-7440 OR Apply
0 AverittCareers corn Equal Opportunity
Employer - Females, minorities. protected veterans, and individuals with disabilities are encouraged to apply
TvM Dedicated Services Needs Owner
Operators in the Kentucky/Tennessee
area We have DEDICATED Round Trip
Daily Runs from KY with PAID STOPS in
VA, NC, SC, GA, FL. AL and other locations that deliver back to KY! 100% DEDICATED automotive dry van freight
means no clown time except holidays'
CDL-A plus 12 mos. verifiable TT experience required. Contact Steve, 800-7236046 x243, Recruiting.
CLASS A-CDL FLATBED DRIVERS trucks now set at 70MPH Starting pay up
to 41 CPM, health insurance, 401K, $59
daily per diem pay, home weekends.
800-648-9915 or wwwboydandsons coin
DRIVERS - No Experience? Some or
LOTS of experience? Lets Talk' We support every driver, every day. every mile!
Call Central Refrigerated Home.(855)
958-2748
CentrafTruckDrivingJobs.com

*NAV

HOME WEEKENDS' $1,000 sign on
bonus Regional flatbed No tarp freight.
Exaellent pay and benefits Owner/Ops
welcome. Cali 800-554-5661, ad 331.
were nxtransport lobs
YARD SALE
Attention treasure hunters! Discover collectIbitis and bargains June 26-27 during
Western Kentucky's Highway 41/41A
Yard Saki in Henderson. Webster,
Hopkins, Christian, and Todd counties.
1-677-243-5280
RAW,
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1410 Dudley Dr.
FRI.(6/19)& SAT.(6/20)

THURS.(6/18)& FRI.(6/19)5-8PM;
SAT.(6/20)6:30-9AM
LOTS of kitchen cookware and dishes, Clinstmas
decorations, home decor, household items, luggage set.

COUNTY SALES

nce
S.
2th St.
St.
:Nance

280294 E
FRI.(6/19)& SAT.(6/20)9AM-SPM

Narrow Gates Estates off Coles Campground
SAT.(6/20)7AM-7
Brand names and great condition! Home decor,
household supplies furniture clothing an.-4 more!
Don't miss out, it'll go fast

1112 Beal Rd.

Estate Sale Recliner. nice lift chair, matching dresser
and chest, freezer, stereo, TV, dishes.

Dexter Hardin Methodist Church
Activities Building
THURS.(6/18), FRI.(6/19)& SAT.(6/20)

by Jacqueline Bigar

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday, June 19, 2015:
This year you will be described as having your head in the clouds.
Often people feel as if you are not listening to them because of this
tendency. You come up with unusual yet effective solutions. Work
on being more grounded and present. Keep a notebook on you to jot
down ideas that pop up at unexpected times. If you are single, you
might meet someone who understands you very well. This relationship could become quite special. If you are attached, share more of
your wilder thoughts with your significant other. As a result, your
sweetie might choose to do the same with you. LEO knows how to
make you laugh.

- Hwy 94E

The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamici 4Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult
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115 Jordyn Bailey Rd.

About 1 ml behind Aurora Electric
THURS.(6/18), FRI.(6/19)& SAT.(6/20)
Big-Big-Big Sale! MI sales benefits "Joilie's Journey"
for her liver and double lung transplant Way too much
stuff to mention!

Horoscope
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far more rewarding when they are done on a one-on-one level. You
could be confused by what you hear, but once you sort through
everything you have heard, you can't help but smile. Tonight: With a
favorite person.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Though the attention might be focused on a loved one or a
dear friend, you'll enjoy being less visible for now. Your creativity
mixed with your whimsical nature is likely to impress many people.
Stay calm, even if others seem uptight. Tonight: Say 'yes' to an invitation.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** You could be overwhelmed by the many ideas that keep
popping into your head. Listen to someone who seems to have the
gift of gab. You might not want to play a part in this person's suggestions, as your thoughts probably are elsewhere. Tonight: Join friends
for TGIF.
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ARIES(March 21-April 19)
***** You simply can't make a bad choice, as all possibilities BORN TODAY
seem very desirable. You must look past the obvious when dealing Singer/songwriter Paula Abdul (1962), author Selman Rushdie
with a by
; this person is really making an effort to connect (1947), rapper Macklemore (1983)
with you. 8
A,
6141
Seed one's imagination delights you. Tonight: Let it all
•••
hang out.
1001 Whitnell Avenue• Murray, KY
Jacqueline Blgar Is on the Internet at www.jacquelinebigarcom.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Play it low-key, and stay close to home. Should you need to (c) 2015 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
work, try doing so from home, or consider taking a half-day off.
Luxuriating and enjoying yourself fits your mood. Tonight: You are
likely to invite some friends over to enjoy an easy, relaxed evening.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Say what you want, and then do what you want. Others will
be unusually receptive to your ideas and how you express yourself.
Maintain a sense of humor, Be aware of the cost of a particular decision, both financially and emotionally. Tonight: As you like it.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** You will be more in touch with your feelings than you have
been in a long time. Honor a change in what goes on around you.
You seem to be much more lighthearted these days. Know that an
idea you want to follow through on could be costly. Tonight: Make it
OK to be treated.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** You'll be a receptive ear to a partner or friend. You like
sharing and giving feedback with this particular person. Your conversations lead to many different ideas. Let your imagination flow, and
you might be surprised by what occurs. Tonight: Beam in what you
want.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** You might not have as much say as you would like, so you'll
become more of an observer. Don't think that your silence is not
noticed -- someone is likely to try to draw you out in a discussion.
You will be shocked by a loved one's ideas. Tonight: Vanish while
The Murray Ledger & Times is looking for a full-time reporter able to cover breaking news, public meetings and other events. Applicants should be
you can.
personally engaging,confident in their writing abilities, strong time managers and creative thinkers. Must be available to work some nights and
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** You might feel as it nothing can stop you, but you still will
weekends. Applicants should also have a strong eye for design. A knowledge of programs such as Microsoft Office, Quark XPress, Adobe Photoshop
need to rethink a situation. Be more forthright about your feelings
and
InDesign is a must. Experience with a DSLR camera - and associated hardware - is also strongly advised.The Ledger is seeking applicants with a
toward a loved one. This person will appreciate your openness, as it
bachelor's degree in journalism and an understanding of Associated Press style.
allows him or her to get past a self-imposed restriction. Tonight:
Have fun!
Send resumes to editorgomurrayledgercom or apply in person. Attach clippings of your work, which can include designs. PDFs and web links are
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
also
acceptable. Pay is hourly and based on experience. Questions or comments can be directed to 270-753-1916. Ask for Hawkins Teague (ext. 22)
*** Stay on top of an important situation. You could be exhausted
or
John
Wright (ext. 23).
and looking for a way to shorten your time spent dealing with a problem. Your creativity will find the right path once again. Beware of a
boss or higher-up who is observing you! Tonight: As easy as it gets.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** You might be overwhelmed by all the chatter around you and
The Murray Ledger & Times is looking for a full-time copy editor who can also double as a reporter and photographer as needed. Applicants should
by the questions directed at you. Try to handle what you can, and
be personally engaging,confident in their writing abilities, strong time managers and creative thinkers. Must be available to work nights and
postpone personal conversations for the weekend. Understand what
is needed to satisfy a family member. Tonight: Try a new spot for
occasional weekends. Applicants should also have a strong eye for design. A knowledge of programs such as Microsoft Office, Quark XPress, Adobe
TGIF!
Photoshop and InDesign is a must. Experience with a DSLR camera - and associated hardware - is also strongly advised. The Ledger is seeking
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
applicants with a bachelor's degree in journalism and an understanding of Associated Press style.
***** Deal with a loved one directly. You'll find discussions to be
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Murray Ledger & Times is expanding
and has employment opportunites!

REPORTER

COPY EDITOR

Send resumes to editor@murrayledgercom or apply in person. Attach clippings of your work, which can include designs. PDFs and web links are
also acceptable. Pay is hourly and based on experience. Questions or comments can be directed to 270-753-1916. Ask for Hawkins Teague (ext. 22)
or John Wright (ext. 23).

SPORTS WRITER

DRIVERS.
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Ddd counties

PETER:
Persian & Domestic Long
Hair - orange and white
Mix •six weeks • Male

STARRY:
Spayed Calico & Domestic
Short Hair Mix • three
years • Female

SHELTER HOURS:
MON.-FRI. 10 AM-4 PM •SAT. 10 AM-3 PM
For more information contact

Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter
at(270)759-4141

Capable of covering Murray State University Racer Athletics.
Applicants should be personally engaging, confident in their writing abilities, be strong time managers and quick, creative thinkers. Nights, weekends
and travel are all part of the job. Applicants should also have a strong eye for design. A knowledge of programs such as Microsoft Office, Quark XPress,
Adobe Photoshop and InDesign is a must. Experience with a DSLR camera - and associated hardware - is also strongly advised.The Ledger is seeking
applicants with a bachelor's degree in journalism and an understanding of Associated Press style. Applicants will need to be able to preview a host of
contests and edit media advisories received from the university on a daily basis. Our readers expect strong, local coverage year-round.
Send resumes to emarlowe@murrayledgercom or apply in person. Attach clippings of your work, which can include designs and/or photos(should
be formatted appropriately). PDFs and web links are also acceptable. Pay is hourly and based on experience. Questions or comments can be
directed to Edward Marlow at 270-753-1916(ext. 25).

CIRCULATION DEPARTMENT
Applicants should, but not limited to, be able to work flexible hours(mostly from 200 am - 8:00 am, Monday - Saturday). Must be able to stand
for long periods at a time and able to lift 50 pounds. Applicants must be able to work well with others and have a clean driving record. Entry level
position. No phone calls please. Send resumes to circulation@nurrayledgercom or apply in person.
The Murray Ledger & Times is an equal opportunity employer.
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Looking Back
Ten years ago
County to assist handicapped perPictured is former Governor sons.
Julian Carroll and state Senator
Stump Mitchell, running back
Daniel Mongiardo as they talk wit!! and kick return specialist for the Si.
Kritt Stubblefield of Calloway Louis Cardinals, is pictured as he
County during the social hour conducts a question and answer
before the annual Jackson Purchase period for the youth attending this
Area Jefferson Jackson Dinner at week's Murray State football camp
the Curris Center on the campus of at Roy Stewart Stadium.
Murray State University.
Forty years ago
The Murray Lions Club honored
Work is progressing on Squire
the 2005 Groover Parker Memorial Workman bridge near Old Salem
Scholarship recipients at a recent Church in Calloway County. State
meeting. Pictured are recipients workers are constructing a new 22Kimberly George, Robyn Ryan, foot span.
Joe Saddoris, Lindsey Ellis, David
Roberta Ward, assistant food
Anderson Jr., Ashley Benninfield, service director at MurrayGloria Fritz, Amanda Haugen, Ivy Calloway County Hospital, recentHettenhouser, Meghan King, Carl ly completed the program in Food
Naidek and Ryan Stanger.
Service Management sponsored by
A group of prospective catchers Catholic Hospital Association.
participate in a drill led by Murray
Fifty years ago
State head coach Rob McDonald at
Armed robbers held up Martin
Reagan Field on the Murray State Oil Station at Second and Main
University campus. The drill was streets on Juqp 17. As he was clospart of the pitchers and catchers ing the statidn, Bill Etherton was
camp which was held by the ordered to open the safe.
Thoroughbred baseball program.
Army Specialist Four Dan C.
.Twenty years ago
Harrel received the Good Conduct
Three students from Murray have Medal on June 6, while assigned to
accepted Presidential Scholarships the First Armored Division at Fort
at Murray State University. They Hood,Texas.
are Thomas Richter and Peter
Army Specialist Four James C.
O'Rourke of Calloway County Dowdy was assigned as a mechanHigh School and Keisa Bennett of ic to the U.S. Army Support
Murray High School.
Command in Vietnam on June 4.
Helen Boughton was honored at
Sixty years ago
a surprise luncheon party in celeThe City Police School, with
bration of her 80th birthday at instructors from the Federal
Dumplins by Alpha Mu Chapter of Bureau of Investigation, ended this
Epsilon Sigma Alpha International week with a good school being
sorority sisters. Present were reported by host police chief 011is
Kathie Fleming, Kathie Gentry, Warren.
Helen Campbell, Lillian Cook,
The Murray City Council voted
Margaret Terhune, Jean F. Lewis, to give $100 to the Bookmobile of
Dortha Bailey and Mary Vidmer.
the Murray Library.
Pictured is Harold and Kathy
Births recently reported include a
Hurt as they show off a recent dou- boy to Mr. and Mrs. James Key on
ble catch of bluegill, caught using June II.
cricket bait.
The South beat the North 79-68
Thirty years ago
in the North-South Basketball
A Civitan Cablevision Telethon Classic held at Murray State
is being planned for August. The College. James M. Lassiter was
Murray Civitan Club, with the help general chairman of the event.
of Murray Cablevision, will pres- Kentucky Governor Lawrence
ent a program to generate funds for Weatherby was present.
programs in Murray and Calloway

Man sends widow on a guilt Behavioral therapy is first
trip for trying to end affair step in treating child's OCD
DEAR ABBY: I have been
having an affair with a married
man for eight years. At first, both
of us were married, but my husband died two years ago. Since
then, my lover and I have grown
closer, but he
won't leave
his
wife
because of his
kids.
I love him
dearly,
but
cannot go on
living life this
way. He doesn't want me
to see other
people. Every
time I try to
By Abigail
end it, he
Van Buren
talks me out
of it and makes me feel guilty
for trying. I need help, please.
-- MESSED UP IN MINNESOTA
DEAR MESSED UP: The little voice that's telling you you
can't go on living this way is
your rational thinking. The one
that's talking you out of moving
on is coming from a selfish individual who is thinking only of
his own interests and not yours.
As it stands, your lover has a
harem. If that's fine with you, I
can't change your mind. But if it
isn't, remove the blinders from your
eyes and end this romance because
it is going nowhere and probably
never will

Dear Abby

•••••

DEAR ABBY: I'm in a
quandary. Many years ago, we
rescued a precious 4-year-old and
her newborn brother from a horrific living situation and tried to
adopt them. After more than a
year and 16 contentions court
hearings, we were devastated when
the court returned them to their
mother. I'm sure they have no
idea how hard we fought for them,
and I still love them dearly and
keep tabs on them as best I can.
The girl is now 18, and I am

retiring and will be moving away.
I have a bin of baby things, school
mementos, etc for each of them
that I've kept all these years, and
which I will return to them. However, I also have the many photographs that documented their
indescribable living conditions, the
police reports,the court documents,
etc. I strongly feel these should
be destroyed, because to see and
read this graphic information would
be far too traumatic and would
serve no good purpose. What do
you think? Is it right to withhold
this from them? -- HOLDING ON
IN CALIFORNIA
DEAR HOLDING ON: I don't
believe in withholding information, so before you do, I think
you should tell the young woman
what you have and let her make
the final decision about what should
be done with it.
••••••

DEAR ABBY: I have heard
this but never believed it: When
a woman is beautiful, men are
afraid to ask her out for fear that
they will be turned down. I am
65. and all my life I have (luckily) been told that I am beautiful. I have imperfections, but if
I were a man. I would be proud
to be seen with me.
Men stutter around me. so they
don't ask me out. I attract younger
men, but I live in a small town
and I wouldn't want to start rumors.
Please tell me what you think
about my dilemma, and will I
ever find a soul mate. -- WONDERING IN GEORGIA
DEAR WONDERING: You
will find a soul mate after you
stop worrying about what people
say about you. At your age. eligible men are scarce, so if someone younger shows interest, don't
make your decisions on outdated
stereotypes, take him up on it!
Contact
Dear
Abby
at
www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box
69440, Los Angeles, CA 90069.

Today In History
By the Associated Press
Today is Thursday, June 18,
the 169th day of 2015. There are
196 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On June 18, 1815, Napoleon
Bonaparte met his Waterloo as
British and Prussian troops defeated the French in Belgium.
On this date:
In 1778, American forces
entered Philadelphia as the British
withdrew during the Revolutionary War. .
In 1812,the War of 1812 began
as the United States Congress
Et A E3

turning to medication. If you decide
to try CBT, look for a clinician
experienced at working with children and teens.
A version of CBT known as
exposure and response prevention
is typically used in treating OCD
in patients of all ages. During
therapy,a clinician exposes patients
-- either physically or through the
imagination -- to the things, places
and circumstances that provoke
their obsessions. Patients are then
prevented from performing the
usual compulsive ritual.
For example, if your child is
obsessed with germs, he may be
asked to touch a "dirty" shoe,
(OCD)
Then he will be told to wait
By
troubled
t
by before washing his hands. The
Dr. Anthony
repeated, waiting time before hand washKomaroff
intrusive, dis- ing will increase over time. Eventressing thoughts (obsessions). tually, if all goes well, he will
These obsessions cause great anx- learn to tolerate the anxiety, makiety. As a result, people with OCD ing the compulsive behaviors
often have a strong urge to repeat unnecessary.
certain behaviors (compulsions) in
Medication can also help chilorder to reduce the anxiety. For dren better manage OCD. Selecexample, people who have obses- tive serotonin reuptake inhibitors
sive thoughts about germs may (SSR1s), such as fluoxetine
repeatedly wash their hands.
(Prozac) and sertraline (Zoloft),
OCD usually starts in child- are the drugs most often prehood or adolescence; symptoms scribed and studied in children
may appear as early as age 3. A
with OCD. These drugs are noryoung child with OCD may insist mally taken to treat depression.
on bedtime routines done without SSRIs are prescribed at higher
variation,, night after night. He or doses and for longer periods of
she may insist that toys be arranged time to treat OCD than to treat
in exactly the same way every depression.
day.
A combination of CBT and
Many children like a sense of medication often gives a child the
order and routine. But in a child best chance of relief.
with OCD, these beliefs or behavWhat causes OCD? For many
iors become all-consuming. They years, it was regarded as a pureinterfere with school, home life ly psychological problem. That
and recreational activities. Even meant (to many of those who
young children often know that believed it) that there was no
their obsessions are senseless -- alteration in the anatomy or chembut they may be helpless to stop istry of the brain. It also implied
themselves.
that people with OCD simply had
Treatment may help to reduce some kind of character flaw.
symptoms and improve a child's
Today, however, we know that
ability to function. Many experts a tendency to OCD is inherited
recommend trying a type of talk -- and that there are particular
therapy called cognitive behav- brain circuits and chemistry that
ioral therapy (CBT) first, before are different in people with OCD.
DEAR DOCTOR K: I think
my 9-year-old son may have OCD.
How is this condition treated in
children?
DEAR READER: Before discussing treatment for OCD, it's
important to
describe what
it is. You
know,
of
course, but
other readers
may not.
Children
(and adults)
with obsessive compul-

Dr. Kornareff

erations to say, "This was their
finest hour."
In 1945, William Joyce, known
as "Lord Haw-Haw," was charged
in London with high treason for
his English-language wartime
broadcasts on terman radio. (He
was hanged in January 1946.)
In 1975, NBC launched its
News and Information Service, an
all-news radio network. (NIS lasted until May 1977.)
In 1979,President Jimmy Carter
and Soviet President Leonid I.
Brezhnev signed the SALT II strategic arms limitation treaty.
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LONGER-LASTING
TIRE TALE
Dear Heloise: Regarding the
hint to limit DAMAGE TO
TIRES: Many tire s -tops offer
free rotation and balance for the
life of the tire. I bought 65,000mile-warranty tires for my truck.
I took it back every six weeks
for a rotation and balance, and
my tires lasted almost 72,000
miles using this service. — Louis
G. in San Antonio
You are right on the tire! Some local and regional tire shops do offer a lifetime warranty. (Two
national manufacturers 1 checked do not.) Every
SLY weeks may seem too often to some, but its
more about the mileage than the time frame.
If you drive 200-250 miles a day (which is not
unusual in TEXAS), five days a week, that can add
WMPLIMEJt
up to 6,000-7.500 miles in six weeks, which is
'
f210
around the usual recommendation from tire manufacturers to have tires rotated. It's all in the numbers.
So, readers, take note of the miles on your tires
and take care of them, and they will take care of
you. As my Grandfather Bowles (an auto mechanic who owned a shop) taught me, the only thing
between you and the road are the tires.
Be safe and drive safely. — Your friend, Heloise
CLEAN SPA TUB
Dear Heloise: Could you please reprint your
solution for cleaning a spa tub? — Vicki S., Farmington, Ark.
I have done extensive research over many years.
If you are talking about cleaning the "insides" —
i.e., the plumbing — it's easy. Note: There are different-size tubs — small, medium and large — thus,

by
Heloite
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Hints From Heloise
approved, and President James
Madison signed. a declaration of
war against Britain.
In 1873, suffragist Susan B.
Anthony was found guilty by a
judge in Canandaigua, New York,
of breaking the law by casting a
vote in the 1872 presidential election. (The judge fined Anthony
$100, but she never pairrthe penalty.)
In 1940, during World War II,
British Prime Minister Winston
Churchill urged his countrymen
to conduct themselves in a manner that would prompt future gen-

OF MURR

varying amounts of water. These are just a guideline of amounts.
Depending on the amount of use, once a month
or so, fill the tub with HOT water, covering the
jets by about 2-3 inches. Add 112 to 1 cup of powdered DISHWASHER detergent. (DON'T use laundry detergent! You will have more suds than you
can deal with!) Also add 112 cup of liquid household bleach. Run the jets for 10-15 minutes, stop
and let it sit for 20 minutes or sq. then drain.
That should do it. When bathing, try fp avoid soaps
and bubble baths that contain oil, which can "junk
up" the insides and the jets, too. Enjoy a soothing spa bath.' — Hugs, Heloise
TRAVEL HINT
Dear Heloise: I found an inexpensive way to
bring small quantities of face creams when 1 travel. I put them in a plastic contact-lens case.
dollar stores carry them. — A Reader, Fort M
Ha.
EASY-ON PJ'S
Dear Heloise: Most pajama tops are
y. To
save time when getting ready for bed, I
my
pajama top buttoned and slide it on and off o
my head. — M.A., San Angelo, Texas
OPEN YOGURT CUP
Dear Heloise: When I used to open my yogurt,
it would always "burp" and "spit" a bit. Now I
use a bent paper clip to open a small hole before
pulling off the foil. No trapped air to force its way
out, — K.P., Spokane Wash.
Send a money-saving or timesaving hint to
Heloise, P.O. Box 795000, San Antonio, TX 78279.5000, or you can fax it to I-210-HELOISE or
email it to Heloise(at)Heloise.com. I can't answer
your letter personally but will use the best hints
received in my column.
(02015 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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THEN IT'S A
GOOD THING
YOURE WITH A
MAN WHO TOOK
El9if YEARS OF
PRENCH IN
SCHOOL.
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VOUS, MONSIEUR(
ET AU 13A5 D'UN
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Do a checkout chore
Aspirations
Sports spot
Hirsch of "Milk"
Plague
Tennis legend Rod
Antique auto
Ratify
Horrify
Sandy color
Some babies
Finished off
Pertness
Egypt divider
Evil
Narrow
Clean Water Act org.
Show up
Inform
Wish undone
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Israeli native
Move furtively
Man of morals
Compass dir.
Beatles movie
Poet Khayyam
Crucial
Raise
Calm
Speechless
Tissue layer
Crunch targets
Hidden gunmen
1972 Winter Games setting
Made suitable
Little devil
Pitch to the noggin
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